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ABSTRACT

A Theory of Change (ToC) is an approach to map programmes aimed at
inducing change in a specific context, with the goal of increasing their impact.
We applied this approach to the specific case of handwashing and sanitation
practices in low- and middle-income countries and developed a ToC as part
of a systematic review exercise. Different existing sources of information
were used to inform the initial draft of the ToC. In addition, stakeholder
involvement occurred and peer review took place. Our stakeholders
included methodological (ToC/quantitative and qualitative research) and
content experts (WASH (Water, Sanitation, Hygiene)/behaviour change), as
well as end-users/practitioners, policy-makers and donors. In conclusion,
the development of a ToC, and the involvement of stakeholders in its
development, was critical in terms of understanding the context in which
the promotional programmes are being implemented. We recommend ToC
developers to work with stakeholders to create a ToC relevant for practice.
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Introduction
Lack of hygiene and access to clean water and basic sanitation are responsible for nearly 90 % of all
deaths from diarrhoea, and diarrhoea is among the 10 leading causes of death in the world (PrüssÜstün et al. 2008; UNICEF and WHO 2015). Today 663 million people worldwide still use unimproved
drinking water sources, 2.4 billion people still use unimproved sanitation facilities worldwide and 946
million people are still practising open defecation (United Nations 2015). Efforts have been made to
improve this situation by introducing water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) interventions, with the
main focus on water supply and treatment, latrine use (including latrine construction and latrine
hygiene), faeces disposal, discouraging open defecation and activities to promote hygiene (DFID 2013).
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Hygiene consists of many aspects, including handwashing as the most crucial one. Early interventions
mainly focused on the ‘hardware component’, which is providing infrastructure and water supply/
quality and sanitation technologies, interventions with proven effectiveness (Clasen et al. 2010, 2015).
However, it has been shown that impact of these interventions falls over time. An example of this are
water quality interventions showing decreased effectiveness over longer periods (Waddington et al.
2009; Cairncross et al. 2010). In order to improve effectiveness of WASH interventions in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs), several programmes to promote behaviour change (‘software components’) have been designed in the last decade. Many of these promotional approaches are based on
psychosocial theories, marketing principles, and use of incentives (Peal et al. 2010), however it is not
always clear if these promotional approaches result in behaviour change (and on the longer term health
improvements) and which barriers and facilitators exist when implementing such programmes. To
address this knowledge gap, we developed a mixed-methods systematic review (De Buck et al. 2017)
to collect and critically analyse existing research studies on the effectiveness (quantitative arm) of
handwashing and sanitation promotional approaches, and factors influencing the implementation of
these approaches (qualitative arm). In order to focus and structure the systematic review and to ensure
the uptake of the findings/conclusions of the systematic review by policy-makers and implementing
agencies, we developed a Theory of Change (ToC).
The ToC originates from the field of programme theory and programme evaluation in the 1990s in
the domain of community initiatives. Weiss described a ToC as ‘a theory of how and why an initiative
works’. More specifically, it aims at developing a shared understanding of the processes and underlying
mechanisms by which interventions are likely to work (Weiss 1995). It describes how a programme
brings about specific long-term outcomes through a logical sequence of intermediate outcomes. A
ToC is often developed using a backward mapping approach which starts with the long-term outcome
and then maps the required process of change and the short- and medium-term outcomes required
to achieve this (Anderson 2005). It articulates the causal pathways through which a programme/
intervention is expected/hypothesized to achieve its programme objectives (i.e. (long-term) outcomes
or impact), and specifies the factors influencing these pathways. There is an important emphasis on
formulating the specific assumptions of how different parts of the chain result in progression to the
next stage. It is essential to define which assumptions are critical to success and to support these with
evidence. A ToC wants to make these assumptions explicit with the aim of strengthening programmes/
interventions by increasing their impact. The development of a ToC is an iterative process and there
are many ways in which to develop a ToC. Stakeholders can be engaged in developing the ToC from
the beginning, or an initial ToC can serve as a tool to engage relevant stakeholders in discussion and
refinement of the pathways. Moreover, ToCs are not fixed but can be adapted as new information
becomes available. ToCs are often presented in the form of a diagram with a narrative detailing the
links between the interventions and results, with emphasis on the causal assumptions. The use of the
ToC approach is widespread in the field of public health (Breuer et al. 2016). It is increasingly being
used in international development to map complex programmes aimed at inducing change in a specific context. A ToC can be used for a specific programme/intervention or – as is the case for the ToC
presented in this paper – as a more generic ToC. ToCs provide an interesting perspective to model
complex interventions and interactions (Baxter et al. 2014; Kneale et al. 2015). Many development
organizations, as well as donor agencies, have evaluated this methodology as accessible and useful
(Anderson 2005; Vogel 2012).
In this paper, we will illustrate the development of a ToC by means of a worked example in the
context of handwashing and sanitation practices in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
The aim of this paper is to describe the development of a ToC that is relevant for practice. This
ToC can serve as a framework for policy-makers, decision-makers, implementing organizations and
researchers, explaining how promotional approaches are expected to lead to behavioural factors (e.g.
knowledge and skills, leading to behaviour change), behaviour change and health outcomes, and what
factors are influencing the implementation of these promotional approaches.
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Methods
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The methodology used to develop the ToC is schematically depicted in Figure 1, and includes the use of
existing sources of information, followed by stakeholder consultation and external peer-review, which
is described more in detail below. A ToC is composed of three major components: the intervention(s),
the results and the factors influencing the different steps in the ToC (i.e. contextual factors and factors
influencing implementation). The results are composed of outputs and outcomes, where outcome
is defined here is as the effect that the intervention aims to achieve, and is composed of short-term
outcomes (these outcomes that lead to actual WASH behaviour in case of our WASH example, called
the ‘behavioural factors’), intermediate term outcomes (actual behaviour) and long-term outcomes
(health outcomes). Contextual factors are characteristics of the environment which could influence the
different links between intervention and programme outputs and outcomes, including socio-cultural,
physical and personal factors. Factors influencing implementation are programme-related factors on
the one hand, and factors leading to the behavioural factors (short-term outcomes) on the other hand.
The latter are factors on the level of the implementer and the recipient (more detail below).
Project context
The ToC described in this paper is part of a project in which we conducted a mixed-methods systematic
review about the effectiveness of water and sanitation promotion programmes on behaviour change
and about factors influencing the implementation of these programmes. The project is a collaboration

Figure 1. Overview of the development of a Theory of Change (ToC) based on existing sources of information and stakeholder
consultation.
Notes: RANAS: Risks, Attitudes, Norms, Abilities, and Self-regulation; IBM-WASH: The Integrated Behavioural Model for Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene;
PROGRESS: Place of residence, Race/ethnicity/culture/language, Occupation, Gender/sex, Religion, Education, Socio-economic status, and Social capital;
Ch-IMP: Checklist for implementation; SURE: Supporting the Use of Research Evidence.
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between the Centre for Evidence-Based Practice of the Belgian Red Cross, and the Centre of EvidenceBased Health Care at Stellenbosch University, who prepared the actual work described below.
The team involved in the development of the ToC was composed of methodological experts (systematic review, qualitative research) (EDB, KH, TG, HVR, AVV, PV, TY) and a topical expert in WASH
behaviour change (H-J M).
One of the requirements of the funding agency 3ie (International Initiative for Impact Evaluation)
was to actively involve different stakeholders, in order to increase the chance of implementation in
practice. A group of stakeholders was composed (“Advisory Group”) by recruiting relevant stakeholders
from our existing networks, with the following profile: a methodologist (programme implementation
in vulnerable populations) (MC), WASH experts (AA, CC, LG, BKE, HJ), a policy-maker (AA), end
users (AA, CC, LG, BKE, HJ), and a representative of the donor community (CC). The majority of
topical experts and end-users were from LMICs, i.e. Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.
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Use of existing sources of information
A first draft of the ToC was developed by three of the team members (EDB, HVR, AVV), and with
electronic input of the other team members. The draft ToC was based on different existing sources of
information, including theoretical models, frameworks and systematic reviews. To identify these, (1)
a literature review was performed to search for existing systematic reviews describing WASH promotion programmes and behaviour change in LMICs (De Buck et al. 2017), and (2) methodological
experts in programme implementation and qualitative research were consulted. This resulted in a list
of resources that was used to create a first draft of the ToC.
The literature review was done using specific search strategies in seven scientific databases (Cochrane
Library, Medline, EMBASE, Web of Science, ERIC, Cinahl, Campbell Library) and seven relevant
websites (IRC International Water and Sanitation Center website, Social Science research network,
WHO, World Bank, USAID, UNICEF, International Center for Diarrhoeal Disease Research) and
identified systematic reviews focusing on WASH promotional approaches (details will be published
elsewhere) and WASH behavioural models. The review identified six existing systematic reviews on
WASH promotional approaches. These reviews included effectiveness studies that measured the effect
of promotional approaches on ‘knowledge, skills, attitude’ (behavioural factors, e.g. knowledge on hand
hygiene, handwashing skills) and actual behaviour (e.g. handwashing) (De Buck et al. 2017). These
outcomes were included in the ToC as short-term and intermediate term outcomes. In addition, a
further systematic review of WASH behavioural models (Dreibelbis et al. 2013) described a model that
was used as a basis for the development of the ToC, the RANAS model (Mosler 2012). This model was
selected from the review, since it was the only model that included all WASH aspects, and the model
had already been tested in practice (Mosler 2012). The different elements of the RANAS model, and
how these fed into the ToC, are discussed in the Results section. The review authors developed a new
WASH behavioural model, the IBM-WASH (‘The Integrated Behavioural Model for Water, Sanitation,
and Hygiene’) model, which provided us three additional influencing factors that were added to our
ToC (Dreibelbis et al. 2013).
Since our literature review only identified systematic reviews of quantitative studies on the effectiveness of WASH promotional programmes, and we anticipated that evidence on barriers and facilitators
on implementation of the programmes would mainly come from qualitative research, we consulted two
experts (KH, MC) on qualitative research and programme implementation from our network (team
members and stakeholders). This consultation resulted in the use of the PROGRESS framework, the
Checklist for implementation (‘Ch-IMP’) and the SURE framework. The PROGRESS framework is
developed to provide an equity lens in the conduct, reporting and use of research. PROGRESS stands
for Place of residence, Race/ethnicity/culture/language, Occupation, Gender/sex, Religion, Education,
Socio-economic status, and Social capital (O’Neill et al. 2014). These factors illuminate inequities in
health, and are relevant contextual factors to feed the ToC. The Ch-IMP is composed of a list of process
and implementation-related factors, relevant in understanding aspects of the implementation of a
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certain intervention or programme (Cargo et al. 2015). This checklist served as a source of information
for programme environment and process evaluation factors. Process evaluation (or implementation
evaluation) determines whether a programme has been implemented as intended. In addition to the
Ch-IMP, the SURE framework was identified as a checklist with factors that could affect the implementation of a policy option. The SURE (‘Supporting the Use of Research Evidence’) Collaboration
has been established to strengthen evidence-informed policy-making in Africa, and developed a set
of resources to support in that. The factors of the SURE framework were used to further inform the
ToC, if not covered yet by the other sources of information (The SURE Collaboration 2011). The SURE
framework has already proven to be useful in an existing mixed methods systematic review with a
theory-based approach (Lewin et al. 2010; Glenton et al. 2013). In summary, the three frameworks
were all used as a source of relevant factors that were included in the ToC.
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Stakeholder consultation and iterative improvement of ToC
The draft ToC was circulated electronically to the stakeholders, in preparation for a face-to-face meeting with the majority of the team members and stakeholders (13 participants), which was held from
10 to 12 February 2016 in Cape Town, South Africa. The stakeholders that were not able to join the
face-to-face meeting provided their feedback electronically. During the first meeting day presentations
concerning the project plan, WASH and behaviour change, systematic review methodology, and ToC
development were provided by different team members/stakeholders. In addition, definitions for
interventions and outcomes mentioned in the ToC were presented, discussed and finally approved by
all meeting participants. Following a short explanation on ToC development in general, and on how
the ToC was developed so far, a workshop was initiated with the main aim of improving/refining the
current ToC, and making it more relevant for our different stakeholders and target groups. The group
was divided in three small working groups, each composed of 4–5 people. Participants with a similar
profile (e.g. methodologists) were divided over the groups, so that each group contained experts with
methodological and content expertise. Each group received a large format print-out of the ToC (A3),
on which they could draw and write. Each group was assigned a specific task: (1) discuss the positive
and negative moderators of behavioural factors, (2) discuss the factors influencing implementation,
and (3) discuss the contextual factors that influence the relation between the intervention and the
outcomes. In addition, feedback that was provided electronically was projected so that each group
could consider this feedback in its discussions. Following 45 min of discussion in small groups, a
30-min plenary discussion was held to discuss suggestions made by the individual groups. Following
the first meeting day, the suggestions made by the group were inserted in the draft version of the ToC
by the project coordinator. This version was then printed and represented to the group on meeting day
2 and 3 in the morning. In this way it was possible to show to (and re-discuss with) the stakeholders
the results of the feedback they provided, and to let them approve the improved version of the ToC.
An expert on ToC development who was not present in the meeting was consulted regularly via email
during the meeting.
Between February and December 2016 the mixed-methods systematic review was conducted and
finalized. A second stakeholder consultation was held in a 2-day face-to-face meeting in Geneva,
Switzerland from 3 to 5 December 2016, with the majority of the team and stakeholders, and a broader
group of stakeholders (practitioners, policy-makers, donors) not involved in the project before (24
participants). These stakeholders were identified from our own network, and by contacting relevant
organizations. One of the aims of this meeting was to update the ToC based on the findings of the
review and to test if the ToC was clear and understandable for stakeholders with a different background
(field view, research view, donor view). ToC development was thus an iterative process, where the ToC
helped to structure the systematic review, and the evidence from the systematic review fed into the ToC.
Feedback collected during this meeting was incorporated in the ToC to obtain an improved version.
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External peer review
After the first stakeholder meeting, the improved ToC was submitted to the Campbell Collaboration
on 18 February 2016, as part of the protocol for the systematic review to be developed. It was reviewed
by two external reviewers and the International Development co-chair. Following incorporation of
this (minor) feedback, the ToC became part of a review protocol that was approved by the Campbell
Collaboration on 8 April 2016, and was published in the Campbell Library on 2 May 2016. Following
the second stakeholder meeting the ToC was again submitted to the Campbell Collaboration on 14
December 2016, as part of the full systematic review, and finally approved without modifications on
19 April 2017, resulting in the final ToC. The full systematic review was published in the Campbell
Library on 19 May 2017 (De Buck et al. 2017).
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Results
Below we described how the three main components of the ToC (interventions, results and influencing factors) were developed based on existing sources of information, and were finalized following
stakeholder consultation and external review: (1) the promotional approaches relevant to our case,
(2) the programme outputs and the short-term, intermediate term and long-term outcomes, and (3)
the factors influencing the different steps in the ToC (contextual factors and factors influencing the
implementation of the promotional approaches).
Promotional approaches relevant to our case
In the draft ToC, we defined a promotional approach as ‘a planned and systematic method which
encourages people to adopt a specific behaviour’ (Peal et al. 2010; Mosler 2012; Dreibelbis et al.
2013; Aunger and Curtis 2015). The existing systematic reviews we identified contained promotional
approaches such as education (Joshi and Amadi 2013; Ejemot-Nwadiaro et al. 2015; Hulland et al.
2015), social marketing (Mah et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2014), and Community-Led Total Sanitation
(Hulland et al. 2015), the latter being a participatory community-based approach. Since we were not
sure about the completeness of the overview of promotional approaches, we initially included a box
in the draft ToC called ‘programmes to promote uptake and use of sanitation and hygiene’ (see Figure
2). In the draft ToC this ‘programme box’ led to the box ‘target population is reached’.
Following stakeholder consultation, we (1) refined the definition of promotional approaches aimed
at handwashing and sanitation behaviour change, (2) added an ‘assessment box’ as a preparatory phase
for the selection of a promotional approach, and (3) indicated more clearly which outcomes are influenced by the promotional approaches. First, the definition was refined into six different promotional
approaches aimed at handwashing and sanitation behaviour change: health education of programme
recipients, approaches based on psychosocial theories, community-based participatory approaches,
social marketing approaches, incentives, and advocacy (Peal et al. 2010; Mosler 2012; Dreibelbis et
al. 2013; Aunger and Curtis 2015). An example of a health education is an educational handwashing
intervention at school level. For approaches based on psychosocial theories, behavioural factors or
factors leading to the behavioural factors (e.g. certain feelings, social pressure), are derived from
social psychology theories and then addressed with specific promotional programmes (‘behaviour
change techniques’), as in the Evo-Eco approach or RANAS approach (Mosler 2012; Aunger and
Curtis 2015). Examples of community-based participatory approaches, in which communities build
a sense of responsibility and create sustainable solutions, are among others PHAST (standing for
Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation), SARAR (standing for and based on the principles of Self-esteem, Associative Strengths, Resourcefulness, Action-Planning, and Responsibility)
and Community Health Clubs (based on regular meetings with community volunteers) (Peal et al.
2010). Social marketing is the use of commercial marketing techniques to promote the adoption of
behaviour that will improve the health or well-being of the target audience or of society as a whole.
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Figure 2. Draft theory of change framework, consisting of three different groups of boxes, based on existing theoretical models and
sources of information.
Note: The intervention box (yellow box) contains the promotional approaches. The outcome boxes (green boxes) contains the intermediate outcomes
(primary outcomes with bold border), based on the RANAS model, and longer term outcomes. The boxes with contextual and influencing factors (blue
boxes) contains factors that can positively (green border) or negatively (red border) influence the implementation of the promotional approaches. The
RANAS model, IBM-WASH model and PROGRESS model served as a source of ‘overall’ contextual factors (horizontal blue box at bottom of figure); the
Ch-IMP en SURE checklist served as source of factors influencing implementation (blue boxes at left-hand side).

It combines enterprise approaches with demand stimulation, and an example is the Public Private
Partnership for Handwashing with Soap (PPPHWS) (Peal et al. 2010). Incentives can be financial (e.g.
loans or micro-credits) and non-financial (e.g. food). Advocacy concerns activities targeting policy or
decision-makers. Following the evidence identified in our systematic review, and a second stakeholder
consultation, it was concluded that advocacy and incentives are most often part of a broader promotional approach, and it was decided to only include the four first groups of promotional approaches
(see Figure 3). The stakeholders asked to clearly indicate how we defined ‘health education’ and the
name of this category was changed into ‘sanitation and hygiene messaging’ to make clear that this is a
predominantly directive educational approach, consisting mainly of one-way communication, designed
to help individuals and communities improve their health, by increasing their knowledge and/or skills.
An example of sanitation and hygiene messaging is a school-based handwashing intervention based on
a video, pamphlets and school bags with slogans on hand hygiene. A more detailed description of the
different promotional approaches is provided elsewhere (De Buck et al. 2017). Second, since elements
of psychosocial theories were identified as a consequence of formative research on a small scale (in the
studies identified in our systematic review), our stakeholders advised to add this type of promotional
elements to an ‘assessment box’, which was introduced before the three other intervention boxes in
the ToC. In a future version of the ToC it could be interesting to make this box more concrete, e.g. by
adding examples of behaviour change techniques that specifically target the elements of psychosocial
theories, however more evidence is needed on this. Third, our stakeholders asked to visualize that the
promotional approaches directly influence the (short-term) outcomes, which led to a clear horizontal
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Figure 3. Final theory of change (ToC) framework, consisting of three different groups of boxes, following stakeholder consultation
and external peer review.
Note: The ToC depicts the effect of promotional approaches (yellow boxes) intended to improve handwashing and sanitation behavioural factors
(short-term outcomes), handwashing and sanitation behaviour change (intermediate outcomes) and reduce morbidity and mortality (longer term
outcomes) (green boxes). Primary outcomes are indicated in boxes with a black border. Blue boxes contain contextual factors and factors that can
influence the implementation of the promotional approaches. Factors indicated in green are newly identified compared to the original ToC. Items in
italics are not supported with evidence from our systematic review. © [The Campbell Collaboration]. Reproduced and adapted by permission of The
Campbell Collaboration (De Buck et al. 2017).

arrow from the promotional approach boxes to the outcomes. This arrow passes the ‘programme outputs’, such as ‘reach’ and ‘dose’, which will be discussed more in detail in the next paragraph.
Programme outputs and short-term, intermediate and longer term outcomes
In the draft ToC, we defined behavioural outcomes as intermediate outcomes, and health-related
outcomes as longer term outcomes. The intermediate outcomes were based on the RANAS model
(Mosler 2012), which was identified during our scoping review. The model is based on existing psychosocial theories, such as the Health Belief Model (Rosenstock 1974). RANAS is the acronym for ‘Risks,
Attitudes, Norms, Abilities, and Self-regulation’, also called the ‘behavioural factors’ in this model. The
behavioural factors are based on multiple theories of behaviour change, and need to be favourable
in order for a certain behaviour to change. For example, ‘Risks’ concern factors dealing with a person’s understanding and awareness of the health risk. The five behavioural factors lead to ‘behaviour
change’, consisting of ‘intention’, ‘use’ and ‘habit’ of a certain behaviour (Mosler 2012). ‘Use’ refers to
the execution of actions, and covers both ‘handwashing’ and ‘latrine use’ in our specific example. It
might be surprising that handwashing behaviour and sanitation behaviour are combined in one ToC,
however this was decided since many promotional programmes target both behaviours (details can
be found elsewhere, De Buck et al. 2017). The behavioural factors were initially introduced in our
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ToC as intermediate outcomes together with the three components of behaviour change (intention,
use, habit) (Figure 2). In addition to the behavioural factors, and the behaviour change components,
‘Reaching the target population’ was initially also seen as an intermediate outcome (Figure 2).
The longer term outcomes in the ToC were initially specified as ‘reduced incidence of pathogens’
and ‘mortality and morbidity’ (Figure 2). Health outcomes are not part of the RANAS model, but
were included since these are the final intended outcomes that follow logically from behaviour change.
Health outcomes (such as diarrhoea, cholera, trachoma, helminth infections) are described in different existing systematic reviews on WASH interventions (Fewtrell et al. 2005; Waddington et al. 2009;
Cairncross et al. 2010; Dangour et al. 2013; Peletz et al. 2013; Stocks et al. 2014; Strunz et al. 2014;
Taylor et al. 2015), including two of the six systematic reviews on promotion and WASH behaviour
that we identified in our scoping review (Mah et al. 2008; Joshi and Amadi 2013).
Following stakeholder consultation, we (1) created an additional outcome box with short-term outcomes, (2) better defined the intermediate outcome ‘use’, (3) renamed the long-term outcomes, and (4)
made a clear distinction between programme outputs and outcomes. First, the behavioural factors were
labelled as short-term outcomes, since it was relevant and important for our stakeholders to distinguish
between short-term and intermediate outcomes (Figure 3). We used the wording ‘knowledge’ instead
of ‘risk’, and ‘skills’ instead of ‘abilities’, to reflect the educational outcomes knowledge, skills and attitude, which are more easily interpretable by our stakeholders. We should however acknowledge that
by doing this, some of the meaning of the original RANAS items got lost, such as vulnerability which
was covered by the term ‘risk’. ‘Norms’ is defined as how someone perceives social pressure towards
a behaviour, and ‘self-regulation’ as the ability to plan and monitor one’s own behaviour (Figure 3).
Second, together with the stakeholders we further divided ‘use’ in ‘uptake’ (which is immediate use),
‘adherence’ (which is keep on using without close supervision, and we defined as using less than
12 months after the end of the project’s implementation period) and ‘longer-term use’ (which we
defined as using at least 12 months after the end of the project’s implementation period). Based on
stakeholder input and feedback of the peer reviewers we purposely did not use the word ‘sustainability’,
since in practice it is difficult to define when a certain behaviour is sustainable. Instead, ‘longer-term
use’ was introduced as an outcome in the ToC (Figure 3). Third, since the final long-term outcomes
are mortality and morbidity, incidence of pathogens as a long-term outcome were removed as separate
outcomes by our stakeholders (Figure 3). Fourth, consultation with our stakeholders resulted in a strict
distinction between ‘outputs’ and ‘outcomes’. As a consequence, ‘reach’ is now listed as a programme
output, together with other process evaluation factors. Process evaluation factors are measures of
programme implementation or programme outputs. In addition to reach, examples of important
process evaluation factors are recruitment, attrition, dose, fidelity, adaptation, engagement, satisfaction and acceptability (based on Ch-IMP and SURE framework) (Figure 3) (The SURE Collaboration
2011; Cargo et al. 2015). ‘Adaptation’ for example is the extent to which the content of the programme
intentionally has been changed, to meet the local needs or circumstances; ‘dose’ refers to the content,
frequency, duration and coverage of the programme, which can be ‘number of leaflets’, ‘number of
visits’ etc. The other process evaluation factors are described in detail elsewhere (Cargo et al. 2015).
Factors influencing the different steps in the ToC
In the draft ToC, an attempt was made to formulate positive and negative moderators for each different step represented in the scheme (Figure 2). We distinguished two groups of relevant factors: (1)
contextual factors, and (2) factors influencing the implementation of the promotional approaches.
Contextual factors were grouped according to socio-cultural context (e.g. socio-economic status,
religion, etc.), physical context (e.g. rural vs urban context) or personal context (e.g. gender, race, etc.)
(Figure 2). Factors such as socio-economic status, occupation and education are known to be highly
associated with adherence to water, sanitation and hygiene programmes (DFID 2013). An overall box
with contextual factors that were able to influence all steps in the ToC was proposed, based on contextual factors provided in the RANAS model and IBM-WASH model (Mosler 2012; Dreibelbis et al.
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2013), and equity factors provided in the PROGRESS framework (Figure 2) (O’Neill et al. 2014). For
the factors influencing implementation we identified factors that could lead to the behavioural factors
(=short-term outcomes) from the RANAS model (Mosler 2012), and programme-related factors from
the Ch-IMP (Cargo et al. 2015) and SURE checklist (The SURE Collaboration 2011). All these factors
influence the link between the implementation of the programme and the short-term outcomes.
Following stakeholder consultation, we (1) completed and clarified the list of contextual factors,
(2) added a box of recipient- and implementer-related factors directly influencing the short-term
outcomes (factors influencing implementation), and (3) a box of programme-related factors (second
group of factors influencing implementation). During the first stakeholder workshop, one working
group specifically focused on the contextual factors. They completed and clarified the existing list to a
more comprehensive list (Figure 3), still subdivided in the three categories of socio-cultural, physical
and personal contextual factors. Our stakeholders confirmed that factors such as ‘gender’ are very
relevant in terms of WASH and behaviour change. The following contextual factors were added: ‘dignity/respect’, ‘minorities’, and ‘cast’. The demographic variables were grouped and named as such, and
the factor ‘natural and built environment’ was explained in more detail. The factor ‘political stability’
was removed, since there was overlap with ‘law/regulation’ and ‘socioeconomic status/authority’. The
contextual factors were separated out in two boxes, the recipient- and the implementer-related contextual factors, since from our stakeholders and from the evidence identified in the systematic review
we learned that the profile of the implementer plays a major role when it comes to implementing
behaviour change approaches. A second group of stakeholders worked more in detail on factors directly
influencing the short-term outcomes, and thus influencing implementation. They concluded that it
seemed not useful to define moderators for each behavioural factor separately, since some moderators
affect several behavioural factors and the proposed negative moderators were often formulated as the
opposite of the positive moderators resulting in redundant information. In this way, they resulted in a
box with ‘recipient-related factors’ and a box with ‘implementer-related factors’ (Figure 3), containing
for example ‘awareness about costs and benefits’. A third group of stakeholders specifically discussed
factors that directly influence programme implementation. They separated out the actual programme
outputs (‘process evaluation factors’), and the ‘programme environment factors’, that are able to influence programme outputs, as well as the short-term outcomes. This resulted in a list of ‘programme
environment factors’, such as ‘partnership and coordination between providers of the same or other
health interventions’ (Figure 3).
Further improvements based on stakeholder consultation
As a general remark, the stakeholders also noticed that it is relevant to them to know which elements of
the ToC are based on evidence and which not. Therefore we indicated on the ToC for which elements
evidence was lacking, and also which new influencing factors were identified from the evidence, using
a specific layout (De Buck et al. 2017).

Discussion
A ToC is an approach to map programmes aimed at inducing change in a specific context, and is
increasingly being used in the context of international development. A ToC makes the different assumptions explicit of how different parts of the chain result in progression to the next stage, with the aim
of strengthening programmes by increasing their impact.
In this paper, we report on the development of a ToC that is relevant for practice by involving
stakeholders. The ToC describes how handwashing and sanitation promotional approaches lead to
behaviour change and health outcomes, and what factors affect the success or failure of the promotional programmes.
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Added value of involving stakeholders
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In the development of our ToC we worked with stakeholders in order to ensure a ToC that is relevant for practice, which is currently not well described in existing literature. First, definitions were
set according to what is relevant in practice (e.g. use of ‘longer term’ instead of ‘sustainable’). The
definition of ‘promotional approach’ contains elements that seem to be relevant in the field, such as
the use of hygiene promoters or village health workers. Refining definitions was helpful to refine the
intervention(s) and outcomes boxes of our ToC. Second, in order to improve the outcome boxes, a
clear distinction between programme outputs and short-term, intermediate and longer term outcomes
was made, which is important for practice since based on this scheme it is clear how promotional
approaches intend to have impact over time. Third, the group of contextual factors and factors influencing implementation was refined by grouping factors in six different boxes, each influencing a
different level in the chain. In addition, contextual factors that seem to be relevant for practice were
added to the ones already identified from theory.
Strengths of our approach and ToCs in general
One of the strengths of our approach is that we worked with a multidisciplinary panel of stakeholders
to develop our ToC. Discussion with the different stakeholders resulted in a comprehensive version
of the ToC, which is relevant for practice. In addition, the development of a ToC helped to engage
with our stakeholders in the broader project (conducting a systematic review). Their involvement in
the ToC development created a sense of ownership and stakeholder buy-in, which is important from
the point of view of promoting our (future) findings among their network. This approach has been
used in other domains as well, for example for the development of a mental health care plan (Breuer
et al. 2014; Hailemariam et al. 2015), in interagency planning in child mental health (Hernandez
and Hodges 2006), in community nutrition education (Medeiros et al. 2005), and for conducting a
systematic review on lay health worker programmes and maternal and child health (Glenton et al.
2013). The roots of stakeholder analysis lay in political and policy science and in management theory
(Brugha and Varvasovszky 2000), however stakeholder engagement is extremely relevant in health
research (Israel et al. 1998; Cargo and Mercer 2008) and the development of community-oriented
global health initiatives (Schiller et al. 2013; Pandi-Perumal et al. 2015).
Other advantages of the use of ToC in general include priority setting for allocating resources,
combining conclusions from previous research with new assumptions, and programme design with
a greater awareness of the context (Vogel 2012). In addition to using the ToC to inform systematic
reviews, ToCs are also being used to guide the development and evaluation of public health interventions. In a recent systematic review, 62 papers describing a theory-based approach for public health
interventions have been identified. Of these, 29 % used a ToC to develop the intervention, while 79 %
used the ToC in order to evaluate the intervention (Breuer et al. 2016). In a review of home-visiting
programmes to prevent child maltreatment, it was shown that a match between a ToC and the programme components and target population was predictive for programme success (Segal et al. 2012).
Limitations of our approach and ToCs in general
A limitation of our approach was that not all our stakeholders had knowledge about theory-based
approaches and systematic review methodology. To address this, a short training session was incorporated in our face-to-face meeting with stakeholders, however the training could not be comprehensive due to time limitations. In addition, knowledge about existing theories of behaviour change
was not present with all our stakeholders, which made it difficult to distinguish between behavioural
factors, actual behaviour and factors influencing/leading to the behavioural factors. Since a ToC is a
living framework, it will be necessary to further validate it in the future, based on further revision by
behaviour change theoretical experts and evaluation of its clarity by different stakeholders. A second
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limitation was that the development practitioners in our Advisory Group had similar backgrounds. We
found that it was very difficult to convince people outside our network to be part of our project, and as
a consequence of being a Red Cross National Society, the majority of the practitioner stakeholders in
the Advisory Group were part of the Red Cross network. However, we managed to gather stakeholders from the major international NGO’s involved in WASH to participate in the second stakeholders
meeting in Geneva and overall we had a good geographic representation. In addition, it was difficult to
recruit people that were able to participate in a theoretical exercise, and having field experience at the
same time. Stakeholder identification is known to be a challenging task since systematic and practical
techniques are not well-described in the literature. Known methods of stakeholder identification are
focus groups, semi-structured interviews and snowball sampling, but these methods do not ensure
systematic identification (Schiller et al. 2013). Schiller et al. developed a framework for identifying
and categorizing health stakeholders (Schiller et al. 2013). A plan for communicating with stakeholders and techniques for encouraging their participation has been proposed as well (Pandi-Perumal et
al. 2015). A third limitation of our approach is that we used an existing theory of WASH behaviour
change, the RANAS model, as a basis (however, in a slightly modified way, by for example replacing
‘Risks’ with ‘Knowledge’ in the framework). The behavioural factors included in our ToC were taken
from the existing model and were not put into question because of time limitations. However, the
RANAS model was selected from a systematic review of different WASH behaviour change models. It
is a model that includes all WASH aspects, and has already been used in practice to promote WASH
behaviour, which led us to you use this model as the basis for our ToC.
Limitations of ToC use in general include that it is a time-intensive process and it holds the risk of
oversimplifying complex relationships. In addition, since real effects of programmes could differ from
the intended effects, it is important to take into account the real-life situation (Weiss 1995; Anderson
2005; Vogel 2012), as well as more evidence as this becomes available, especially on topics for which
evidence is limited (e.g. the elements of psychosocial theories in our example, for which less studies
were identified than for other promotional approaches). A possible solution for this time-intensive
process is starting from an existing framework, for which the underlying theory is relevant to your
specific case. Our ToC for example could serve as a basis for other promotional contexts, outside the
WASH domain, with additional input from existing sources of information and/or theoretical models.
Implications for practice and future research
In a paper by Kneale et al. (2015) it is described that ToCs or logic models are often only used to depict
a programme theory, and not as a tool to communicate review findings. In their paper, they introduce
some elements of good practice concerning the use of a theory-based approach when developing
a systematic review. For our specific ToC, from discussion with our stakeholders we learned that
it could be relevant for practice in different ways: (1) it could be used as a guide when developing
WASH programmes in order to improve impact of programmes and interventions, (2) it could be
used to explain observations in current programmes, (3) it could be used to interpret research and the
systematic review we conducted. The ToC we developed can serve as a framework for policy-makers,
implementing organizations and anybody who is involved in the decision-making or development of
programmes aimed at sustainable handwashing and sanitation.
In addition, the ToC can serve as a framework to inform future research, including primary studies,
systematic reviews and practice guidelines. In the context of our specific case, the ToC was found to be
very useful to further focus the systematic review we conducted: it helped us to determine the scope of
our review questions and to further specify the selection criteria, helped us with data extraction, data
synthesis (e.g. subgroup analyses based on influencing factors in the ToC), and interpretation of the
results, and to generate a policy relevant review. The Campbell Collaboration, a non-profit organization
promoting evidence-based policy in social sciences, states that when involving end-user stakeholders
during the whole process of systematic review development, the final review is more relevant and
more often used in decision-making. The literature about systematic review methodology also states
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that using a ToC could be very useful to capture complexity in systematic reviews (Anderson et al.
2011; Baxter et al. 2014). Since ToC development is an iterative process, we suggest future research
to further refine the ToC. First, it would be interesting to further explore if other behaviour change
models could further improve/supplement the ToC. Second, we call for more primary research on
WASH promotional approaches, which should result in an update of the current systematic review
and then should feed back to the ToC. Third, since the current ToC is the result of the specific stakeholders group we worked with, we call for additional input from experts in behaviour change theory,
as well as programme developers and practitioners, and for testing the ToC in practice and in other
primary studies.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the development of a ToC, and the involvement of stakeholders in its development,
was critical in terms of understanding the context in which the promotional programmes are being
implemented. We recommend ToC developers to work with stakeholders to create a ToC relevant for
practice. Involving stakeholders in the development of the ToC also creates buy-in of the stakeholders
in the topic or question of interest. In addition to informing systematic reviews, we believe that the
ToC we created has broader relevance for other research and policy initiatives, such as in the design
of primary research studies, and development of practice guidelines and WASH programmes.
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